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Agenda
• Introduction to topic
• Therapeutic alliance
• Challenging youth

• Foundation for therapeutic alliance
• Empathy
• Client-Directed Care
• Positive Rapport

• Implications for clinicians
• Case Study Activity

Discussion Questions
• What challenges you most about working with
youth?
• What is most rewarding?

Therapeutic Alliance
• Experience of therapist as supportive and helpful
• Positive collaboration with therapist on tasks, bonds, and
goals
• Quality and nature of therapist and client interaction
• Personal bond or attachment emerging from treatment

(Bhola & Kapur, 2013; Kazdin, Whitley, & Marciano, 2006)

Challenging Youth
• Decision to seek therapy
• Motivation

• Actively oppose coming to therapy
• Resistance

• Perceptions of the presenting problems
• Therapist empathy

• Developmental considerations
• Multisystemic

• Familial, community, education, etc.

• Primary care environment
(Diamond, Liddle, Hogue, & Dakof, 1999; DiGiuseppe, Linscott, & Jilton, 1996)

Foundation for Therapeutic Alliance
Empathy
Client-Directed Care
Positive Rapport
(Brown, Holloway, Akakpo, & Aalsma 2014)

Empathy: Alliance Building Behaviors
• Attend to youths experience
• Summarize, clarify, Interpret youth’s feelings, thoughts, or
behaviors
• Example: “It sounds like you’ve been responsible for yourself and
your brother.”

• Awareness of youth culture
• Volunteer, involved in community, research, language
• Example: Chatting with your adolescent nephew about the newest
trends

(Brown,et al., 2014; Diamond, et al., 1999)

Empathy: Activity

• John, 14 years old
• Referred by school for
behavioral problems
• Mother is accompanying
John to intake

Empathy: Intervention Activities
• Instagram Photo
• Have youth scroll through their Instagram and choose a photo that speaks to
them.

• Mask Making
• Have youth make two masks
• The first should show how they feel they present themselves to the world. The
second should be how they actually feel inside.

• Song Analysis
• Have youth choose a song that represents their current experience.
• Process the meaning during session.

Empathy: Adolescents Experience
“Like me, I’m the type, I think, my feelings goes right
away because if I’m talking to somebody and I feel like
they don’t care, it’s going to make me mad and it’s
like, I don’t even want to talk to you because you don’t
even care. ‘‘Yes I do care.’’ I’m like, ‘No you really
don’t. Just quit talking to me and leave me alone. You
don’t care. You just want to get your money and get out
of here. You don’t want to help me.”-(Brown, et al. 2014, p.196)

Client-Directed Care: Alliance Building Behaviors
• Orient Adolescent to the collaborative nature of therapy
• Means for addressing youth’s concerns and aspiration
• Example: “ Your side of the story is just as important as your
parents.”

• Formulate Meaningful Goals
• Develop goals based on youths complaints and aspirations
• Example: “ You said your parents don’t treat your fairly, is that
something we can work on here?”

(Brown, et al., 2014; Diamond, et al., 1999)

Client Directed Care: Activity
• Agreement on tasks of therapy
• How would you describe therapy to an adolescent?

• Agreement on treatment goals
• How would you help and adolescent gain insight into their difficulties and
need for help?

Client-Directed Care: Example Interventions
• Picture It!
• Facilitate treatment goals
• Take picture of their environment
• Come to session with 2 things they are proud of and 2 they would like to
improve

Client-Directed Care: Adolescents Experience
“But the most memorable one … that had a good
outcome and everything was when we talked [about]
me putting in job applications since I’m 16 now and I
can get a job and save money and everything like
that. She had set a goal for me to have job applications
filled out before our next session … she set my
goal for five job applications filled out and everything,
and then we met last Friday. I had all that filled
out and everything. So far I’m pretty good.”- (Brown, et al.
2014, P. 197)

Positive Rapport: Alliance Building Behaviors
• Present self as an ally

• Verbalize and show a willingness to advocate for youth
• Example: “I will help your parents hear how humiliating it is for you to be yelled at.”

• Self Disclosure

• Share your personal stories in ways that benefit the youth through normalizing
and validating
• Example: “I remember when my little sister would take my stuff without asking, and my
parents did not understand because she was “the baby.””

• Be youth-minded

• Sense of humor, meeting youth where they are at (using their language, their
creative outlets, etc.)
• Example: “Can you show me a picture from instagram that really reflects how you are
feeling today?”

•

(Brown, et al., 2014; Diamond, et al., 1999)

Positive Rapport: Activity
Youth-minded trivia:
1. What song is the #1 song on the billboard top
100?
2. What is a nick name given to websites that promote
disordered eating behaviors?
3. What are apps that youth use to communicate?

Positive Rapport: Interventions
• Be the D.J.
• Youth chooses the pandora/spotify station to play during session
• Makes room more inviting & comfortable
• Gives common discussion points

• Would You Rather?
• Have To Announce To Everyone Around You Whenever You Have To Fart Or
Pee Your Pants Daily?
• Dump your lunch tray on the school bully or on your Hall monitor?
• Would you rather your friend uploaded a picture where your outfit looked
weird or your face looked weird?

Positive Rapport: Adolescents Experience
“Like me, I like a person that’s a 100 % with you,
they’re truthful to you, they’re always wanting to
joke around a little bit and have fun while you’re
actually doing something, but mainly they are for real
with you. They don’t joke around like they don’t beat
around the bush or anything. They just tell you
straight up.”- (Brown, et al., 2014, p.198)

Implications for Clinicians
Do
• Express empathy
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support self-efficacy
Roll with resistance
Stay with client’s concerns
Explore consequences
Explore alternative reactions
Explore acceptable models

• Explore possible consequences of
alternatives
• Collaboratively explore resistance

Don’t
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Argue with client
Get into power struggles
Tell client their problem
Blame clients
Move beyond stage of change
Assume perceptions of referral
Institute a task without explanation
Remain silent and wait for talk
Take role of expert
(DiGiuseppe, Linscott, & Jilton, 1996)

Discussion
• Small Groups:
• Identify ideas or ways you can build a therapeutic
alliance with the youth.

Take Home Messages
üKnow yourself
üPassion
üInsight and Courage
üThink outside the box
üEstablish Structure
üAsk for Help!
üIdentify and encourage
strengths

üNever quit
üBe Creative!
üBecome aware of youth
culture
üLearn motivating factors
üIncorporate motivating
factors into your work

Questions?
Thank You

